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The ABS brakes automatically feel when the tyre has stopped spinning during extreme braking, and will modulate the brake pressure to allow the tyre to rotate. This increases the ability of vehicles to turn when braking. The front airbags for the driver and passenger were designed to protect the head during a head-on accident. Side impact airbags for the front seats were designed
to protect the torso during a side impact collision. Seatbelt claimors automatically tighten seat belts to place the passenger in the optimal position in a collision. The vehicle is equipped with means of predicting and/or detecting unwanted vehicle intrusion. The vehicle is equipped with a disconnected ignition device that will prevent the engine from working unless the correct original
manufacturer key is used. !function (f, b, e, v, n, t, s) - if (f.fbq) returns; n q f.fbq - feature () n.callMethod ? n.callMethod.apply (n, arguments) : n.queue.push If (!f._fbq) f._fbq n; n.push n. n. n. n.version - '2.0'; n.queue - q; t. b.createElement (e); t.async -0; t.src - v; s - b.getElementsByTagName (e); s.parentNode.insertBefore (t, s) (window, document, 'script',
'//connect.facebook.net/en_US/fbevents.js'); fbq ('init', '174181139752304'); fbq ('track', 'PageView'); fbq ('trackCustom', 'ViewedVehicle', 'year: '1999', do: 'Mercedes-Benz', model: 'C-Class', Finish: 'Base C 280 4dr Sedan';'gt; (function (i,s,s,g,r,a,m)'i'GoogleAnalyticsObject'r;i'r'r'r function (i'r'.q'i'r'q (Arguments), i'r'l'1'new Date (I'r'r));a's.createElement (o),
m's.getElementsByTagName (o); a.async 1;a.src'g;m.parentNode.insertBefore (a,m))(window, document, 'script','/www.google-analytics.com/analytics.js','ga'; ga ('create', 'UA-71479133-1', 'auto'); ga ('set', 'anonymizeIp', true); ga ('set', 'dimension1', '1999'); ga ('set', 'dimension2', 'Mercedes-Benz'); ga ('set', 'dimension3', 'C-Class'); ga ('set', 'dimension7', 'usefulness'); ga ('set',
'dimension8', 'make-model'); ga ('set', 'dimension9', 'security features'); ga ('set', 'dimension10', 'Luxury');ga ('send', 'pageview'); (function (d, t) var a d.createElement (t), s.getElementsByTagName (t); a.parentNode.insertBefore (a, s); (document, script); (function (d, t) var a d.createElement (t), s d.getElementsByTagName (t); a.src » ; s.parentNode.insertBefore(a, s); (document,
script); Find used car trade, resell, certified used and retail value used vehicles depending on the condition, mileage and other factors of car sales. It usually takes seven to ten years for Mercedes-Benz to spew out all new S-Class. As the flagship luxury brand that loves ballyhoo its technological breakthroughs and engineering first, many of these years, spent thinking about new
ways to trump competition by inventing devices that we never knew we needed-rain sensing those like stability control that will pull your bacon off the pan. So this newest S-Class has several features not seen before, but after about 40 years of innovative additions, Mercedes has decided to put all its digital technology into a single system that mimics the dreaded, at least for us-
BMW iDrive. The object of our discontent is a silver dial the size of an air hockey puck right in front of the central armrest. But Mercedes says its COMAND controller is the best of the breed and has indeed spent hours presenting data and ergonomic research and showing off several internal simulators in an attempt to convince the glass-eyed automotive press that the system is
unique and superior to all others. Sit inside the S-Class and you'll go through a period of frustrating rejection in which you'll ask yourself questions like: Why can't I just touch the screen? But the more you play with the dial, the more you realize most of its functions can be controlled by other means. Aside from the fundamental settings the owner will most likely have to adjust only
once-internal ambient lighting, external light turn off the delay, side-strengthening inflation the only time you are forced to use a pen when you enter a destination requiring a navigation system. The sound system can be manipulated with voice or steering buttons, HVAC control is on the dashboard, and the phone can be controlled by a voice or a license plate that is above the dial.
Radio presets should be introduced with the dial, but how often do you really have to change your presets? Compared to the BMW system, it is easier to find your way around and harder to get stuck. The result of the COMAND handle is that the new interior doesn't concentrate buttons and switches anywhere, the idea being that you won't be overwhelmed by numerous similar
buttons. The Switchgear that remains has a metal finish reminiscent of high-end electronic transmission. The interior has a very 7-series-like feel-for-large monitor that sits high on top of the dashboard, now the speaker is mounted by a shifter, and of course that dial. It's a slightly more spacious place than the previous S-Class, thanks to a wheelbase 3.1 inches longer, another inch
in height, and just over half an inch wide. Similarities to the big BMW end when it comes to the exterior style of the S-Class. There's a slightly raised barrel that could be compared to a 7-series, but the signal triggers Maybach, not Bangle. The S-Class has at once a cute design that is more beautiful and aggressive than its predecessor. The character lines and large wing flashes
that house standard 18-inch wheels and an additional 19-inch give the sedan a sporty, decisive stance. Initially, two models will be available: 382-hp, 5.5-liter V-8-powered S500 and 510-hp with dual V-12 S600. The V-8 makes 80 more horsepower than the previous generation, thanks to the new doHC head, four valves per cylinder, and more displacement. The SOHC SOHC The
V-12 remains the same, except for a few engine control settings that have detected 17 hidden horses. Despite the slight increase in weight, Mercedes claims that the new car will overtake the previous model. Mercedes also claims that its new sedan is its safest yet. The S-classes, equipped with additional Distronic Plus cruise control, go beyond the standard safety features of a
vehicle with a short-range radar system that looks at the area closer to the front of the vehicle than the long-range radar used by cruise control. Information from the short-range system is used to improve the efficiency of the braking system (brakes help add braking power in emergency situations where most drivers apply insufficient pedal pressure) by adding brake pressure even
faster when the radar senses objects in front of the vehicle. In cruise mode, the S-Class will now come to a complete stop if the traffic does and starts again on its own. Working in concert with short-range radar is a more advanced version of Mercedes' Pre-Safe system, which regulates seatbelt voltage, inflates different seat bolsters, and lifts any open windows to prepare
passengers for a collision when radar determines that an accident is imminent. The standard version of Pre-Safe prepares passengers for collision based on sensors used by the stability control system. For those who really like to tick off box options, there are more cameras to be had than those present in the women's restroom at Chuck Berry's restaurant. There is an infrared
camera that gives the driver a view of the road outside the headlights range. At the back there is an additional rear-view camera that gets rid of the parking sensors of the old model. The good version of the S500 should easily comb $100,000. The current S-Class was a strong seller of almost half a million units. It remains to be seen how its traditionally wealthy, older owners who
probably saw 2001: A Space Odyssey in the Theater will respond to the COMAND controller. But the extra safety features and luxury, performance and style are what we expect from the new S-Class. Of course, we also expect easily capable driving quality. We'll tell you about it when we're behind the wheel in a few months. This content is created and supported by a third party
and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar contents on the piano.io the 2019 Mercedes-Benz C-Class car family has three body styles and four powertrains. The sedan, coupe and convertible were last redesigned as the 2015 models. Changes in the 2019 model year are also visible
below the surface. The most notable is the new base engine, with more horsepower. The AMG C 43 received 23 horsepower. The front and rear ends, including bumpers, were restyled, with newly designed LED headlights and taillights. Smartphone integration is now standard, with Apple CarPlay/Android Auto compatibility. New New New The leather steering wheel is standard,
and the AMG C 63 receives an AMG-specific grille. Striking in profile, today's C-Class is one of the most promising cars in its category, regardless of the body. Each body style comes in four trim levels. The base C 300 has a new 2.0-liter turbocharged engine with 255 horsepower. Its 9-speed automatic transmission has been moved. Accelerating to 60 mph takes about 6.0
seconds. Rear-wheel drive is a standard, all-wheel drive option. The Mercedes-AMG C 43 is transformed into a 3.0-liter twin-turbo V-6, developing 385 horsepower (up to 23). Equipped with a 9-speed automatic transmission, AMG-tuned suspension and driver selection settings, the C 43 can reach 60 mph in 4.5 seconds. Adaptive shock absorbers are standard, but air suspension
is not included. The reconfigured AMG C 63 has a 4.0-liter V-8 that generates 469 horsepower and 479 pound-feet? Or 503 hp and 516 lb-ft in the shape of C 63 S. Serving the snarling beast of the C-Class family, the C 63 needs just under 4 seconds to hit 60 mph. Each C-class contains a generous collection of standard crash prevention technologies. NHTSA gave the latest C-
Class a five-star overall rating, while IIHS reported OK? Results. Each C-Class comes with automatic emergency braking. An additional set of safety features includes blind zone monitors, active lane control and adaptive cruise control. The full review of the 2019 Mercedes-Benz C-Class car family includes three body styles and four powertrains. The sedan, coupe and convertible
were last redesigned as the 2015 models. Changes in the 2019 model year are also visible below the surface. The most notable is the new base engine, with 14 more horsepower. The AMG C 43 received 23 horsepower. The front and rear ends, including bumpers, were restyled, with newly designed LED headlights and taillights. Smartphone integration is now standard, with
Apple CarPlay/Android Auto compatibility. The new multifunctional leather steering wheel is standard, and the AMG C 63 gets an AMG-specific grille. Striking in profile, today's C-Class is one of the most promising cars in its category, regardless of the body. Each body style comes in four trim levels. The base C 300 has a new 2.0-liter turbocharged engine with 255 horsepower. Its
9-speed automatic transmission has been moved. Accelerating to 60 mph takes about 6.0 seconds. Rear-wheel drive is a standard, all-wheel drive option. The Mercedes-AMG C 43 is transformed into a 3.0-liter twin-turbo V-6, developing 385 horsepower (up to 23). Equipped with a 9-speed automatic transmission, AMG-tuned suspension and driver-selection settings, the C 43 can
60 mph in 4.5 seconds. Adaptive shock absorbers are standard, but air suspension is not included. The reconfigured AMG C 63 has a 4.0-liter V-8 that generates 469 horsepower and 479 pound-feet? or 503 hp and 516 lb-ft in the shape of C 63 S. Serving the snarling beast of the family C-class, C 63 needs a little less 4 секунды, чтобы ударить 60 миль / ч. Каждый C-класс
содержит щедрую коллекцию стандартных технологий предотвращения аварий. NHTSA дал последние C-класса пятизвездочный общий рейтинг, в то время как IIHS сообщил Хорошо? Результаты. Каждый C-класс поставляется с автоматическим экстренным торможением. Дополнительный набор функций безопасности включает в себя мониторы слепых
зон, активный контроль полосы движения и адаптивный круиз-контроль. Hide Full Review Choose a Trim C 300 Rear-wheel Drive Sedan (Base) C 300 All-wheel Drive 4MATIC Sedan (Base) C 300 Rear-wheel Drive Coupe (Base) C 300 All-wheel Drive 4MATIC Coupe (Base) C 300 Rear-wheel Drive Cabriolet (Base) C 300 All-wheel Drive 4MATIC Cabriolet (Base) $41,400 -
$53,850 MSRP / Window Sticker Price NA Nat'l avg. savings off MSRP Engine 2.0L I-4 MPG 23 City / 34 Hwy Seating 5 Passengers Transmission 9-spd auto w/OD Power 255 @ 5800 rpm Drivetrain rear-wheel Smart Buy Program is powered by !function(f, b, e, v, n, t, s) { if (f.fbq) return; n = f.fbq = function() {n.callMethod ? n.callMethod.apply(n, arguments) :
n.queue.push(arguments)}; if (!f._fbq) f._fbq = n; n.push = n; n.loaded = !0; n.version = '2.0'; n.queue = []; t = b.createElement(e); t.async = !0; t.src = v; s = b.getElementsByTagName(e)[0]; s.parentNode.insertBefore(t s) (окно , документ, 'скрипт', '//connect.facebook.net/en_US/fbevents.js'); fbq ('init', '174181139752304'); fbq ('track', 'PageView'); fbq ('trackCustom',
'ViewedVehicle', «год: '2019', сделать: 'Mercedes-Benz', модель: 'C-Класс', отделка: 'База C 300 Заднеприводный седан');&gt; (функция (i,s,o,g,r,a,m)'i'GoogleAnalyticsObject'r;i'r'r'r функции () (i'r'.q'i'r'q (Аргументы)», i'r'l'1'new Дата ();a's.createElement (o), m's.getElementsByTagName (o);a.async 1;a.src'g;m.parentNode.insertBefore (a,m)))(окно,
документ,'скрипт','/www.google-analytics.com/analytics.js','ga'); ga ('create', 'UA-71479133-1', 'авто'); ga ('set', 'anonymizeIp', true); ga ('set', 'dimension1', '2019'); ga ('set', 'dimension2', 'Mercedes-Benz'); ga ('set', 'dimension3', 'C-Class'); ga ('set', 'dimension7', 'полезность'); ga ('set', 'dimension8', 'make-model'); ga ('set', 'dimension9', 'обзор'); ga ('set', 'dimension10', 'Luxury');ga
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